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FIRST EARLY 
 

Planted between February and April, and harvested between May and July. 
Often called "new potatoes" as they are ready to harvest before other 
varieties; around 9-14 weeks after planting. Produce lots of tasty, small 
potatoes. 

Casablanca : Relatively new variety. Great skin finish making it a good 
variety for the show bench. Makes very good chips. 

Rocket :  Recent variety, throws a large number of round whole 
potatoes. Early variety with good disease resistance. 

Swift : exceptionally early variety that produces lots of small round 
potatoes. It has partial resistance to both golden and white eelworm. 

 

SECOND EARLY 
 

Planted between March and April, and harvested between July and August. 
Ready to harvest 14-17 weeks after planting. Yields are higher than First 
Earlies. Ideal for boiling and salads, they are also good general-purpose 
potatoes. 

Acoustic : Strong blight and overall disease resistance. High yields of bright 
skinned round potatoes. A great all rounder suitable for salads, boiling, baking, 
roasting, mashing and chips. 

Kestrel : Attractive whole skins with purple eyes. Makes excellent chips and 
roast potatoes. Good resistance to blackleg and slug damage. 

Maris Peer : Popular variety with very good flavour. Are good as salad 
potatoes. Produces large clusters of pretty purple flowers. 

Wilja : A high yielding variety with a russet skin. Will grow successfully in any 
type of soil and makes very nice tasting mash, baked and boiled potatoes. 

 

 

 

 



 

SALAD 
Planted between March and May, and harvested between June and September. 
Salad varieties tend to be long, oval shaped with a "waxy" texture, which 
remains together on boiling and makes the potatoes an ideal addition to 
salads. Taste is generally described as fine to gourmet. They can be First Early, 
Second Early or Maincrop. 

Charlotte: Second early. A must have in the vegetable plot for an early salad 
potato crop. Very attractive long oval potato with an unbeatable creamy flavour 
straight from the garden to the pot! 

**Usually WHA's most popular variety and the first to 

sell out!** 

MAINCROP 
Planted between March and May, and harvested between August and 
September. They require the longest growing period and are generally ready to 
harvest 17-20 weeks after planting. They can produce high yields of large 
potatoes and can be stored through the winter if required. 

Cara : Big-yielding variety with an attractive skin. Good resistance to blight 
and good for long-term storing. Large size and good variety for baking. 

Desiree : The most popular red-skinned variety in the UK, giving great crops 
of large potatoes. A good culinary potato which boils well and has a delicious 
smooth texture. 

King Edward : A much-loved and well-known favourite potato. Attractive 
white skins with bright splashes of red. Makes ideal roasts and baked potatoes, 
also good boiled with a strong aromatic flavour. 

Picasso : Bred from Cara and reaches maturity up to 3 weeks earlier. Great 
tasting variety with good disease resistance. Makes tasty roasts and mash. 

Setanta : High yields with excellent drought resistance. An ideal variety for 


